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ABSTRACT

This study analyzes the fast-response (20Hz) wind data collected by a multilevel tower during the landfalls

of Tropical Storm Lionrock (1006), Typhoon Fanapi (1011), and Typhoon Megi (1015) in 2010. Turbulent

momentum fluxes are calculated using the standard eddy-correlation method. Vertical eddy diffusivity

Km andmixing length are estimated using the directly measured momentum fluxes and mean-wind profiles. It

is found that the momentum flux increases with wind speed at all four levels. The eddy diffusivity calculated

using the direct-flux method is compared to that using a theoretical method in which the vertical eddy dif-

fusivity is formulated as a linear function of the friction velocity and height. It is found that below ;60m,

Km can be approximately parameterized using this theoretical method, though this method overestimates

Km for higher altitude, indicating that the surface-layer depth is close to 60m in the tropical cyclones studied

here. It is also found thatKm at each level varies with wind direction during landfalls:Km estimated based on

observations with landward fetch is significantly larger than that estimated using data with seaward fetch. This

result suggests that different parameterizations of Km should be used in the boundary layer schemes of

numerical models forecasting tropical cyclones over land versus over the ocean.

1. Introduction

Turbulent processes in the planetary boundary layer

(PBL) regulate tropical cyclone (TC) intensity and

structure based on theoretical and numerical studies

(e.g., Emanuel 1995; Bryan 2012; Kepert 2012; Zhang

and Marks 2015; Zhang et al. 2017; Bu et al. 2017).

However, turbulence data in the PBL of TCs have

been scarce because fixed or moving observational

platforms do not survive the severe conditions in that

region. Remote sensing observations, on the other

hand, usually lack the temporal resolutions (.5Hz)

required for calculation of turbulent fluxes.

Turbulence measurements in the PBL over the ocean

have been uniquely obtained by research aircraft with

advanced turbulence sensors on board with sampling

rates .20Hz to resolve small-scale (,10m) turbulent

eddies. Aircraft observations of turbulent fluxes based

on the direct method (i.e., eddy-correlation method)

have been obtained in a limited number of TCs and

mainly in regions with surface wind speed less than

hurricane force (e.g., Moss 1978; Black et al. 2007).

Zhang and Drennan (2012) analyzed collocated turbu-

lent flux data and dropsonde-measured mean quantities

to estimate the vertical eddy diffusivity in surface windCorresponding author: Dr. Jun Zhang, jun.zhang@noaa.gov
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speeds ranging between 16 and 30ms21 and in the layer

between 70- and 800-m altitude. They also compared

their results to previous PBL flux parameterizations in

theoretical and numerical studies.

Few eyewall penetrations have been made by research

aircraft within the TC PBL.Although limited by the 1-Hz

temporal resolution, flight-level data collected at;500-m

altitude in intense storms Hurricanes Allen (1980) and

Hugo (1989) have provided the first estimates of vertical

eddy diffusivity for surface wind speed.30ms21 (Zhang

et al. 2011a). These observational data have also led to an

improved PBL parameterization scheme in the opera-

tional Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting

Model (HWRF) thus improving intensity forecasts

(Zhang et al. 2015, 2017). Besides the abovementioned

in situ turbulence observations, Lorsolo et al. (2010)

presented a novel technique to calculate turbulent ki-

netic energy (TKE) in hurricanes using Doppler radar

measurements. They found that the largest TKE is lo-

cated in the PBL of hurricane eyewalls.

Turbulence observations over land in TCs are as difficult

to obtain as those over the ocean because of the severe

environment for an instrument and data system to survive.

Almost all the previously reported turbulence observa-

tions during landfalling TCs are from tower observations

that have maximum height at or below 10-m altitude (e.g.,

Yu et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2011b). These

observational studies point out that the magnitude of

momentum flux over land is typically larger than that over

the ocean likely because of the greater surface roughness.

Zhang et al. (2011b) have found that the variance of

the drag coefficient is much larger in low- to moderate-

(,10ms21) wind conditions than in high-wind conditions.

They also found that the dissipative heating estimated

from the turbulent spectra is much smaller than that cal-

culated using theory, consistent with aircraft observations

over the ocean given by Zhang (2010).

Kosiba and Wurman (2014) studied the PBL struc-

ture of landfalling Hurricane Frances (2004) using

dual-Doppler radar data and estimated the TKE fol-

lowing the method of Lorsolo et al. (2010). Their ob-

served TKE values are comparable to those reported

by Lorsolo et al. (2010) in hurricanes over the open

ocean. Kosiba and Wurman (2014) found that PBL

roll-like structures enhance turbulent transport in the

PBL during hurricane landfalls. The Doppler radar

data with TKE estimates are usually limited to alti-

tudes above 150m.

Above all, very little is known about vertical turbulent

mixing processes in the PBL of TCs because of a lack of

observation. Thus, the same PBL scheme used in sim-

ulations and forecasts over the ocean is typically used in

those of landfalling TCs. Recently, Zhang and Pu (2017)

found that using the same PBL scheme over land as over

the ocean could cause problematic forecasts of TC in-

tensity for landfalling hurricanes usingHWRF forecasts.

It is invaluable to provide reasonable estimates of ver-

tical eddy diffusivity and mixing length using observa-

tions. This study is the first attempt to estimate these

turbulence parameters using data collected by a multi-

level tower during TC landfalls.

2. Data and analysis method

In this study, data collected by a multilevel tower during

landfalls of three TCs, [Tropical Storm Lionrock (1006),

Typhoon Fanapi (1011), and Typhoon Megi (1015)] are

analyzed. The tower was deployed by the Shanghai

Typhoon Institute at Chihu, Zhangpu, of Fujian province

in China (24.0368N, 117.8978E). The tower location and

tracks of the three TCs are shown in Fig. 1. The tower was

erected at an elevationof about 29mand about 150maway

from the coastline. It was equipped with WindMaster Pro

3D supersonic anemometers, manufactured by British

Grill, at four levels: 26.6, 42.4, 60.4, and 82.9m above the

ground. The data sampling rate of the three-dimensional

wind velocity and virtual temperature is 20Hz. After

quality control, we selected a total of 147 flux runs,1 and

each flux run contains ;30min of observations. Flux runs

FIG. 1. Storm tracks of Tropical Storm Lionrock and Typhoons

Fanapi, and Megi (2010). The location of Zhangpu tower is do-

nated by letter ‘‘T.’’ A plan-view photo of the tower is shown at the

lower-right corner, with the red lines separating azimuths char-

acteristic of land-dominated vs sea-dominated boundary layers.

1 Here a flux run is defined as the period of data that are used

for flux calculation.
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are selected based on stationarity of the measurement

following Zhang et al. (2009). The same method used by

Tang et al. (2015) for data quality control is followed here.

It should be noted that only flux runs with leg-average

horizontal wind speed .5ms21 are used in the final anal-

ysis as the emphasis of this study is on the flux and diffusion

in strong wind conditions. Details of the field experiment

and data description can be found in Tang et al. (2015).

Turbulent momentum flux t is calculated using the

traditional eddy-correlation method in the form of:

t̂5 r(2w0u0i2w0y0j) , (1)

where r is the air density; u, y, and w are the along-wind

(i), crosswind (j), and vertical components of the wind

velocity, respectively; the prime represents turbulent

fluctuations; and the overbar is the time average during a

30-min leg. The linear trend in the data has been re-

moved before averaging for turbulent fluctuations.

Based on standard K theory (Zhang et al. 2011a;

Zhang and Drennan 2012), we calculate the vertical

eddy diffusivity of momentum Km as a function of the

momentum flux and strain rate S using

K
m
5 jtjS21 , (2)

where S is defined as

S5
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where the overbar represents averaging over the leg.

Here, we only use flux runs that have continuous wind

and flux measurements at all four levels to make sure we

get meaningful estimates of S or directional wind shear.

The vertical mixing length l can be estimated using

l5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K

m

S

r
. (4)

In PBL schemes (e.g., Blackadar 1962; Louis 1979) used

in numerical models where vertical turbulent fluxes are

parameterized usingKm, l is usually calculated based on

the asymptotic mixing length ‘‘ in the following form:

1

‘
5

1

kz
1

1

‘
‘

, (5)

where k is the von Kármán constant and equals to 0.4,

and z is the altitude. Thus, in addition to l, we can also

estimate ‘‘ using the observational data in this study.

In the surface layer, surface wind stress can be related

to the surface frictional velocity u*, and Km is usually

parameterized using

K
m
5 ku*zf , (6)

where u* is the frictional velocity and u*5
ffiffiffiffiffijtjp

, f is the

stability function that is calculated using the Monin–

Obukhov length L that is determined as follows:

L52
u3

*Ty

kgT 0
yw

0 , (7)

where Ty is the virtual temperature. Of note, Katz and

Zhu (2017) pointed out that L can be determined using

the mean winds from different levels through an itera-

tion method. Here we use the direct method to calculate

L as Ty is measured by the sonic anemometers that

provide the wind data. By comparing the estimated Km

based on the direct-flux method, as in Eq. (2) and the

theoretical method as in Eq. (6), we can approximately

evaluate if the observations are taken within or above

the surface layer.

3. Results

Vertical profiles of the mean wind speed from the

quality-controlled flux runs are shown in Fig. 2. Among

all of these flux runs at all four vertical levels, the max-

imum 30-min averaged wind speed is 29.76m s21, which

is close to hurricane force (i.e., 33m s21). Previous tower

observations in hurricanes at altitudes at and below 10m

also reported flux data for wind speeds only up to similar

maximum wind speed (;30ms21, e.g., Zhang et al.

2011b). It is evident from Fig. 2 that there is an increase

of the wind speed with height for all the flux runs. In

general, the wind speed has a logarithmic relationship

with height as indicated by the nearly linear relationship

FIG. 2. Mean wind speed as a function of height in logarithmic scale

for all the flux runs that have measurements at all four levels.
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between the wind speed and log height. This result is

consistent with wind profiles observed in a typical PBL

in TCs (e.g., Powell et al. 2003; Ming et al. 2015). The

small deviation of the vertical wind profile from the

logarithmic relationship is mainly due to the stability

effect according toMonin–Obukhov similarity theory of

the surface layer (Monin and Obukhov 1954).

Momentum fluxes computed based on Eq. (1) for all

the flux runs are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of height. It

is evident that the momentum flux is nearly constant

with height for the majority of the flux runs as indicated

by the blue lines in Fig. 3. There is a weak trend

of decrease of the momentum flux with height for

these flux runs but this slope is not statistically signifi-

cant. Interestingly, ;15% of the vertical profiles of the

momentum fluxes show relatively large variations with

height (black lines in Fig. 3), and most of these profiles

show the decrease of the momentum flux with height

with a nonzero slope. Given that the atmospheric sur-

face is defined as the layer where turbulent fluxes are

constant (Stull 1988), our result indicates that the top of

the surface layer in the typhoons we studied here is

mostly below ;80-m altitude. Previous aircraft stud-

ies presented vertical profiles of momentum fluxes in

the low-level boundary layer (,500m) and typically

showed a linear decrease of the momentum flux with

height (e.g., Moss 1978; Nicholls and Readings 1979;

Grant 1992; French et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2009). At the

bottom of the boundary layer close to the surface, they

usually found that momentum fluxes are nearly constant

with height, which is similar to the tower observations in

our study.

The momentum flux as a function of the mean wind

speed for each flux run is shown in Fig. 4, indicating an

increasing trend of the momentum flux with the wind

speed up to the maximum wind speed measured by the

tower. This result is consistent with previous studies that

reported momentum flux measurements in moderate

wind conditions (,15ms21) both over land and ocean

(e.g., Mahrt 2000; Donelan et al. 1997; Banner et al.

1999; Fairall et al. 2003; French et al. 2007; Zhang et al.

2011b; Potter et al. 2015). From Fig. 4, the momentum

flux in tropical storm–force or stronger wind speeds

(.18m s21) is about 2–3 times that in lower wind speeds

(,10m s21). The magnitude of the momentum flux

within the wind speed range of 16–30ms21 is on the

order of 0.5–2m2 s22, which is larger than that observed

over ocean in similar wind speed conditions (French

et al. 2007; Potter et al. 2015). This is likely due to the

larger surface roughness over the area of tower observa-

tion than that over the open ocean as in previous studies.

Figure 4 also suggests that the wind speed dependence of

momentum flux is weaker for wind speeds,18ms21 than

for larger wind speeds.

The strain rate S is shown as a function of altitude in

Fig. 5. It is encouraging to see that the values of S are

comparable to those reported by Zhang and Drennan

(2012) based on analyses of in situ aircraft turbulence

observations. It is evident from Fig. 5 that S decreases

with height from 26. 6 to 60.4m, and then either remains

constant or slightly increases with height above 60.4m.

The S structure is similar to that given by Zhang and

Drennan (2012), except that they found S to decrease

with height up to 200m instead of ;60m before be-

coming nearly constant with height (see their Fig. 3a).

FIG. 3. Momentum flux as a function of altitude. Blue lines

represent flux runs that have momentum flux independent with

height, while black lines represent flux runs that have momentum

flux varying with height.

FIG. 4. Momentum flux as a function of wind speed at all alti-

tudes. Solid vertical black lines show the 95% confidence interval

within the wind speed range for bin average.
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Of note, their momentumfluxes are nearly constant with

height below 200m, suggesting a surface-layer height of

;200m over the open ocean in the hurricanes they

studied (see their Fig. 6a). This result suggests that the

slope change of S with height may be an indicator for

detecting the top of the surface layer. In the typhoons we

studied here, the surface-layer depth is thus close to 60m

based on the above hypothesis. Furthermore, similar to

the behavior of the momentum flux, S is found to in-

crease with the wind speed (Fig. 6). The bin-averaged

values of S show a near linear relationship with the wind

speed. This result indicates that although there is sub-

stantial change in the vertical variation of S, the change

in S with the wind speed at each vertical level is similar.

The vertical eddy diffusivity for momentum Km is

calculated based on Eq. (2) and is presented in Fig. 7 as a

function of height for all the flux runs. It is evident that

Km increases with height up to either 42.4 or 60.4m and

then decreases with height to 82.9m. This behavior of

Km is similar to that given by Zhang andDrennan (2012)

who also found an increase of Km with height up to the

top of the constant flux layer (;200m in their case)

before decreasing with height.

In the surface layer, it is expected to see that Km in-

creases with height as predicted by theMonin–Obukhov

similarity theory [i.e., Eq. (4)]. When calculating u*, we

linearly extrapolate the momentum flux to 10-m alti-

tude. Figure 8 shows u* as a function of the wind speed,

which essentially follows a similar trend in a similar

manner as the momentum flux as shown earlier (cf.

Fig. 4). This is expected because u* is essentially the

square root of the momentum flux at a given height, if

there is no significant difference in the momentum flux

at different levels. Figure 9 shows the eddy diffusivity

calculated using the theoretical method (ku*zf) as a

function of height and indicates a nearly linear increase

with height up to 82.9m. Here, the deviation of each

vertical profile of the vertical eddy diffusivity from the

linear trend is mainly due to the stability effect.

Figure 10 comparesKm calculated from the direct and

theoretical methods, indicating that the theoretical

method overestimates Km for the majority of the flux

runs at altitudes above 60.4m. For flux runs with alti-

tudes at 60.4m and below, Km estimates from the two

methods tend to match, again suggesting that the top of

the surface layer is ;60m in the TC cases studied here.

PlottingKm estimated using the direct-fluxmethod as a

function of wind speed shows that Km weakly increases

FIG. 5. Strain rate as a function of height for all the flux runs. Here

the strain rate is calculated using Eq. (2).

FIG. 6. Strain rate as a function of the mean wind speed. Solid

vertical black lines represent the 95% confidence interval within

the wind speed range for bin average.

FIG. 7. Vertical eddy diffusivityKm as a function altitude for all the

flux runs.
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with wind speed (Fig. 11). The slope of the increase of

Km with wind speed is similar to that from Zhang and

Drennan (2012). Zhang et al. (2011a) also found that

Km increases with wind speed at ;500-m altitude from

moderate (15m s21) to much larger wind speeds

(.40ms21) in the hurricane eyewalls of Hugo (1989)

and Allen (1980).

Using the directly measured fluxes and Km, we can

also estimate the vertical mixing length and asymptotic

mixing length following Eqs. (3) and (4). Figure 12a

shows the histogram of the vertical mixing length for all

altitudes, indicating that it ranges from 5 to 40m with a

near-normal distribution. The distribution of the as-

ymptotic mixing length is slightly more skewed than that

of the mixing length (Fig. 12b), with a median value of

;20m and a maximum value of about 100m. Zhang and

Drennan (2012) found larger values of mixing length

than we found here, likely because of larger wind speeds

and higher observational altitude in their observations

than those from our study. Furthermore, there is a weak

increasing trend of the mixing length as a function of the

wind speed (Fig. 13a), which is consistent with the result

of Zhang and Drennan (2012). Although there is a weak

dependence of the asymptotic mixing length on the wind

speed (Fig. 13b), the increase in the asymptotic mixing

length is not significant because of the large scatter.

It is well known that wind directions vary as storms

approach or move away from a fixed observation sta-

tion. During TC landfalls, when the observation station

FIG. 9. Vertical eddy diffusivity calculated using the theoretical

method (ku*zf) as a function of height.

FIG. 10. Comparison of Km calculated using the direct method and

theoretical method (ku*zf).

FIG. 11. Vertical eddy diffusivityKm as a function of wind speed.

Solid vertical black lines show the 95% confidence interval within

the wind speed range for bin average.

FIG. 8. Friction velocity u* as a function of height. Solid vertical

black lines represent the 95% confidence interval within the wind

speed range for bin average.
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such as the tower in our study is located at the coastline,

changes in the wind direction are associated with

changes in the types of the topography upstream of the

tower (cf. Fig. 1). Figure 14 shows Km based on the di-

rect method as a function of wind direction using

data 12h before and after landfalls, indicating a near

wavenumber-1 asymmetry of Km with respect to the

direction along the coastline. The values of Km with

landward fetch are found to be ;30% larger than those

with seaward fetch at a given wind speed range

(Fig. 15a). Similarly, the mixing length from flux runs

with landward fetch is about 40%–50% larger than that

with seaward fetch (Fig. 15b). Statistical analysis shows

that the difference in both Km and the mixing length be-

tween onshore and offshore flow is significant at the 95%

confidence interval. This result thus suggests that variation

ofKm andmixing length at a givenwind speed is tied to the

change in the effective surface roughness, which should be

taken into account in numerical TC models.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Based on the data collected during the CBLAST ex-

periment, a series of observational studies on the turbulent

mixing in the PBL of hurricanes were conducted (e.g.,

French et al. 2007, Drennan et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2009;

Zhang and Drennan 2012). Most of these studies have

focused on TCs over the open ocean. Very few studies

investigating the landfall turbulent-mixing processes of

TCs exist. As indicated by Zhang and Pu (2017), an un-

derstanding of the evolution of landfalling TCs in the

FIG. 12. Histogram of (top) vertical mixing length and (bottom)

asymptotic mixing length. Each color represents the height of

observation.

FIG. 13. (top) Vertical mixing length and (bottom) asymptotic

mixing length as a function of the wind speed. Solid vertical black

lines show the 95%confidence interval within thewind speed range

for bin average.
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context of turbulent mixing requires substantial work.

Their study suggested thatmore accurate representation of

vertical turbulent mixing in numerical model boundary

layer schemes may help to comprehensively improve

forecasts of TC wind decay and structure over land. To

obtain more knowledge of turbulent processes during TC

landfalls, we analyzed multilevel tower data to study the

behavior of the vertical eddy diffusivity, momentum flux,

and mixing length at wind speeds ranging between 5 and

30ms21. This is the first observational study of eddy dif-

fusivity formomentum transfer in the near-surface layer of

TCs during their landfall stage.

Turbulent momentum fluxes were calculated using the

standard eddy-correlation method. It is found also that

the dependence of momentum flux on the wind speed is

much smaller in weak-wind conditions (,18ms21) than

in tropical storm wind conditions (.18ms21). There is a

tendency for the momentum flux to increase with wind

speed for wind speed .25ms21.

Vertical eddy diffusivity and mixing length were first

estimated using momentum fluxes and mean-wind pro-

files. It is found that the momentum flux increases with

wind speed at all levels. The eddy diffusivity calculated

using the direct method was then compared to that using

the theoretical formulation as a function of friction ve-

locity and height. It is found that below;60m, the eddy

diffusivity estimated using these two methods matches

well. The latter method overestimates Km for altitudes

higher than ;60m, indicating that the surface-layer

depth is close to 60m in the landfalling TCs studied

here. This surface-layer depth is much smaller than that

over the open ocean at a similar wind speed regime

given by Zhang and Drennan (2012).

Comparison between observations from different wind

directions close to the landfall time shows that the vertical

eddy diffusivity and mixing length are significantly larger

for flux runs that have winds blowing from land side than

that from the ocean side. This difference should be con-

sidered in physical parameterizations of momentum

fluxes through the eddy diffusivity and mixing length in

numerical TC models. Our observational data support

the finding of Zhang and Pu (2017) who suggested that

the TC community should use different boundary layer

parameterizations of vertical eddy diffusivity over land

versus over ocean in TC simulations and forecasts.

It should be noted that the data utilized in this study

are limited to the maximum wind speed of ;30m s21.

Future targeted field programs with advanced turbu-

lence sensors on unmanned aircraft and buoys, or using

FIG. 14. Vertical eddy diffusion Km as a function of the wind

direction. Red represents the flux runs with wind direction from the

land side, while blue represents the flux runs with wind direction

from the ocean side. Each symbol represents a wind speed range.

FIG. 15. Histograms of the (top) mean vertical eddy diffusionKm

and (bottom) mixing length separated by different wind directions

at different wind speeds.
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remote sensing techniques, are essential for fully un-

derstanding the turbulent-mixing and diffusion prob-

lems during TC landfalls.
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